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What is Schneider Electric and what does it do? 

It Is a specialized company in global energy 

management, operating in more than 100 countries. 

We fight for a more sustainable future through 

energy-efficiency. We know that the future will be 

decided in the cities, and we are and we will be 

present in the transformation in Smart Cities. Our 

company in Spain is composed of more than 5,000 

employees.  

We offer overall solutions to different segments of the 

market, taking on leadership position in infrastructure 

and electric companies. 

In Spain, Schneider Electric has several production 

centers as well as a logistic center of 58.000 sqm. 

From its headquarters in Barcelona, Schneider 

Electric leads the marketing and commercial activities 

of the group for throughout the world, with the 

exception of China and North America. 
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“During the last years we are facing a change in the strategic focusing in 

solutions and services sales related to energy efficiency instead of producing 

and selling electric distribution products.” 

What are Schneider Electric’s goals for 2014 and 

how they will impact on HR policy? 

During the last years we are facing a change in the 

strategic focusing in solutions and services sales 

related to energy efficiency instead of producing and 

selling electric distribution products. That means, we 

have to select different profiles, such as Key Account 

Manager, Global Account Manager and Solutions 

Architect. These profiles have to be experts in 

applying different types of solutions for a customers 

in a specific industry.  

 

On the other hand, it is also intended to accelerate 

the digitization of the company, which to creates  

expectations on increasing IT profiles, linked mainly 

to SAP and CRM. 
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http://www.schneider-electric.com/site/home/index.cfm/es/


The main recruitment channels 
Which are the most used recruitment channels? Are they different depending 

on the profile that you want to recruit? 

 

From the department we focus exclusively on highly-qualified jobs and internships. 

Our main sources to find the candidates are own website, Infojobs and LinkedIn; we 

publish some of our work opportunities at these three websites. Candidates also can 

enroll it by our corporative website. 

 

For example, now we are looking for SAP consultants and CRM with a very 

functional profile. As this quite specific requirements, we are recruiting professionals 

through sector-specific web portals or with external aid. We also use websites like 

Tecnoempleo to look for IT profiles. For managers, depending on the difficulty of the 

profile, we contact, in some cases, with Headhunting companies and for 

administrative staff, we usually look for by Temporary Work Agency. When the profile 

is quite specific, we contacted with consulting recruiters.  

 

We also look for talent in the university occupational fairs and we maintain a close 

relationship with universities and business schools as EADA, ESADE and IESE. We 

also have internship programs for students in their last year before graduate. 

Summary table of the main recruitment channels used by Schneider Electric 

Recruitment channels 
Highly-

qualified jobs 

Less-qualified 

jobs 

Generalist job portals: Infojobs Yes No 

Sector-specific job portals: Tecnoempleo for IT profiles Yes No 

Social networks: LinkedIn Yes No 

Headhunters: For manager profiles Yes No 

Specialized Recruitment Partners: Support and assistance Yes No 

Temporary Work Agency: Administration and operational staff No Yes 

High education institutions job board: For internship  Yes No 

Corporate channels: Corporative Web side Yes No 

Occupational fairs: Recently graduated Yes No 

“From the department 

we focus exclusively on 

highly-qualified jobs and 

internships. 

We publish 100% of our 

job opportunities in our 

website, Infojobs and 

LinkedIn”.  
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Future challenges for talent 

attracting and development 
What future challenges will you set in terms of  recruitment and talent development?  

Today we have two significant challenges. The first is to continue developing the recruitment profiles by 2.0 channels, in 

order to not only attract the candidates in active job seeking but also the passive candidates which could be open to a new 

professional challenge, although they cannot be actively seeking. The idea is to continue developing another channels 2.0 

aside from LinkedIn, Facebook or Twitter, for the identification of candidates, also in order to share and work on our brand 

reputation Schneider Electric. The second challenge is to response to the need for increasingly mobile and global talent, 

becoming progressively in a recruitment department which works with a specialization of functions but not as for territory.  

 

What professional profiles or job positions will be required by the company in the future?  

In the future, we will require experienced profiles in the Smart Cities industry, able to develop innovative solutions, project 

managers and commercials specialized in different industries.  

 

And finally, what recommendations would you make to someone who wants to take part  in a selection process of 

Schneider Electric ? 

First, we recommend to inform about the services offered by the company, both through our website and from different 

Social Media channels that we use in order to understand the company. Apply for the job opportunities on our website is a 

good option, as well as contact us directly through LinkedIn. If the candidates think that they have a lot of possibilities for any 

special job, they should be well prepared for the interviews because they will have to pass at least two or three.   

“Today we have two significant challenges; the first is to continue 

developing the recruitment profiles by 2.0 channels. The second 

challenge is to response to the need for increasingly mobile and 

global talent.” 
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